COVID-19 ‘Stay at Home’
Orders Provoke First
Amendment Challenges
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As state and local authorities scrambled in March and April
2020 to respond to COVID-19, a disease caused by the novel
coronavirus, it became hard to explain to the public why
houses of worship had restrictions that other places did
not. In Louisville, Kentucky, drive-through liquor stores
could operate, but drive-in churches could not. In Kansas,
religious gatherings were limited to 10 congregants with an
unlimited number of clerics, musical performers, and others leading a service, while detoxification centers, hotels,
and libraries had no restrictions on the number of people
who could gather. In Illinois, religious gatherings were limited to 10 people total, but large warehouses and stores selling recreational cannabis were not.
Religious organizations around the
country sued to enjoin these restrictions
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conclusions.
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agree even on the standard of review to
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must nonetheless be rejected if it “has no
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Some courts have applied what might

through the Fourteenth Amendment,

objects, or is, beyond all question, a plain,

be called the Jacobson standard to Free

provides that “Congress shall make no

palpable invasion of rights secured by the
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law respecting an establishment of reli-

fundamental law.” As concisely summa-
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gion, or prohibiting the free exercise

rized by the Fifth Circuit:

whether the restrictions on religious
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regulated, particularly during a public

The bottom line is this: when faced with a
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Some courts have applied a more tra-

is not to gather with others or engage

Breyer—relied on Jacobson in finding

ditional Free Exercise Clause analysis

them in conversation and fellowship, but to

that political leaders have primary

that gives no special weight to the fact

purchase necessary items and then leave

responsibility for protecting “the safety

that the challenged regulations were

as soon as possible. By comparison, reli-
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intended to address a pandemic. This
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demic.15 Chief Justice Roberts also sug-

view starts with the proposition that “a
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COVID-19 restrictions ask whether the
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ly in the form of executive orders, are

New Jersey is a case in point in how

not ticketed. If those same people recite

sometimes analyzed under the Jacobson

these political balances could have

the same prayers and gather at church

standard, and other times through

unintended constitutional implications.

the next day, then they could be cited

rational basis or strict scrutiny. Of

Gov. Phil Murphy’s Executive Order

for it under the current executive order.

course, the exact nature of the regula-

107, issued on March 21, 2020, prohib-

This double standard could not pass

tions affect how courts interpret them.

ited all “gatherings of individuals” such

constitutional muster, regardless of

But courts have not identified which

as “parties, celebrations, or other social

what type of scrutiny courts use. 26

type of scrutiny should be used in which

events” with limited exceptions. Para-

Perhaps recognizing his untenable

circumstance. The result has been a

graph 2 of the same executive order per-

position, on June 9, Murphy issued

patchwork of approaches, with some

mitted people to leave home for a “reli-

Executive Order 152, which recognized

courts analyzing the regulations under

gious reason,” though it was unclear

that “religious gatherings and political

multiple standards of review, perhaps to

where they might go since they could

activity” are “particularly important to

cover their bases.

not create a “gathering of individuals”

the functioning of the State and of soci-

for religious purposes. Executive Order

ety.” 27 The new executive order permit-

142, issued on May 13, relaxed that

ted outdoor gatherings of up to 100 peo-

broad restriction by providing that gath-

ple
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Resolving Disputes Over COVID-19
Restrictions
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with

“an

exception

explicitly

Despite the conflicting guidance

erings could take place if attendees

allowing outdoor gatherings of more

from the courts, or perhaps because of

stayed in their cars or if the gatherings

than 100 persons for First Amendment-

it, Free Exercise challenges to COVID-19

were limited to 10 people. On May 22,

protected outdoor activities.”

restrictions have been resolved in other

Executive Order 148 allowed outdoor

same executive order allowed either 25

venues or have been mooted by new or

gatherings of up to 25 people, not in

percent of a building’s capacity or 50

revised executive orders. For instance,

their cars and excluding contact sports,

people, whichever is lower, to gather

the plaintiffs challenging an executive

provided attendees followed social dis-

indoors for religious purposes.29 Howev-

order in Kansas voluntarily dismissed

tancing. 24

weather

er, if New Jersey experiences a second

their suit when the order expired and

improved and the virus spread more

wave of COVID-19 that requires tighten-

was replaced by one that allowed in-per-

slowly, New Jersey started to allow reli-

ing restrictions on gatherings all over

son worship provided that the congre-

gious and other gatherings to resume as

again, then the Governor will need to

gants observed social distancing. Other

part of the “re-opening” of New Jersey.

navigate these legal shoals very carefully
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Thus,

as

the
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The

governors amended their executive

The protests, however, changed the

in order to avoid a First Amendment

orders to address rapidly changing pub-

planned trajectory of re-opening by

challenge similar

lic health conditions. Officials in New

requiring Murphy to balance his support

Supreme Court recently addressed in

York, New Jersey, and elsewhere relaxed

for the protests against his executive

California.

restrictions on religious gatherings and

orders that made large gatherings illegal.

As the virus ebbs and flows, with its

other events as those states met certain

On June 1, Murphy declared that “I sup-

economic effects deepening, and as

benchmarks in reducing the spread of

port these protests and thank the thou-

demands for wide-ranging social justice

the virus.

to the one the

sands of people who peacefully and

reform persist, political leaders will have

In addition to the changing condi-

respectfully took part.”25 While such a

to balance fundamental interests such as

tions in the spread of the virus, wide-

view may be a sound and even laudable

public health, the right to free speech,

spread social upheaval forced officials to

political position, it likely opens the

and the free exercise of religion. Given

reevaluate their positions on large gath-

door to Free Exercise challenges to his

the murky state of the law, whether

erings. In particular, protests following

executive orders limiting gatherings.

challenges to restrictions on religious

the killing of George Floyd in Min-

There would be no constitutionally per-

gatherings are upheld by the judiciary

neapolis forced leaders to reconcile their

missible basis for Murphy or any other

will largely depend on the standard of

support for the racial justice protests

governor to enforce restrictions only

review that the federal court in a partic-

with their desire to continue limiting

against religious gatherings but not

ular jurisdiction applies. But more likely,

gatherings to prevent a spike in infec-

political ones simply because the gover-

most challenges will be resolved by

tions. Large racial justice protests have

nor agrees with the goals of the political

amendments to executive orders due to

happened in all 50 states and no state

gathering. To put the point even more

changing circumstances or voluntary

has issued citations for violating bans on

starkly: Imagine 50 people attend a

acknowledgment that the executive

gatherings.21

protest where they chant, pray, and are

orders were problematic.
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